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In a normal year, the committee usually meets at the 
start of the Probus year and again just before the end.  
This year we have already met three times, albeit 
from our own homes on Zoom.  There are eight of us 
and we deal with the agenda and other matters in 
around 40 minutes.  With no end of this pandemic in 
sight, we have decided to try  an all members meeting, 
also on Zoom. It will be interesting to see how it 
works out with 40 members online! 
 
On the assumption that no news is good news, I assume you are all 
keeping as mentally and physically fit as circumstances permit.  The 
summer weather has been really good; if anything too good, which may 
have tempted us to get out and about as we are used to doing.  My routine 
has been fairly confined as my wife is still in hospital, and I have been 
visiting her daily. 
 
This photo was taken in 1985, when I grew a beard on a yacht delivery trip 
to Spain.  I kept a journal of the voyage and will send it to David Froome 
for inclusion in later editions of the newsletter.  It covers a period of 16 
days and gives an account of our daily activities on board.  It will need to 
appear as several instalments to avoid boring the pants off you! As I was 
working in those days, the sailing was in the holidays, with the occasional 
weekend trip. 
 
We were living in Wiltshire at the time; about an hour away from the 
Solent and the crews I sailed with had taken the Royal Yachting Association 
(RYA) course in Chippenham and Bristol.  Fortunately my family were also 
keen sailors and took the RYA Day Skipper/Competent Crew course, so 
there were no “passengers” on our trips. 
 
So, I’m looking forward to seeing you all again, albeit not in the flesh and 
with Covid phase 2 expected in the autumn and winter, we just don’t 
know when we will be able to have a pint and socialise again in the 
Shrubbery.  Stay well and keep David fed with your stories for us all to 
share … 
 
Rod Page 
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Know your committee No: 6 - Robin Ballard, Almoner 

I was conceived at the beginning of August 1940, just a 
few weeks after my father had been evacuated from 
Dunkirk, and was born in April 1941 in Berkshire. Sadly, 
my father was killed in 1943. I went to Wellington 
College, and thought I would go into the army. 
However, when I added biology to the A levels required 
for the army because of my interest in natural history, 
this prompted a career change and led me to medicine.  
 
My step-father commuted to Waterloo, and passed St. 
Thomas’s on the way to his office, so one day he walked 
in and asked for a medical school application form. At 
my interview I was asked which other hospitals I had 
applied for, to which I replied none. I was then asked to 
tell the committee why I had applied only for St. 
Thomas’s. Without thinking, I quickly told them. My 
answer seemed to go down well, and I was in. 
 
After my pre-clinical studies, I did a BSc in Fetal 
Physiology because of my interest in the world of the 
unborn child, and this led to my choosing the specialty of 
obstetrics and gynecology. The best training jobs in this 
specialty went to surgeons, so I obtained this 
qualification first. Apart from relatively short residential 
posts at Queen Charlotte’s, the Chelsea Hospital for 
Women, and  Kingston, the rest of the seventeen years 
of my medical training were all spent at St. Thomas’s.  
 

I became a consultant in the professorial obs. and gynae. 
unit of the Westminster Hospital, which  was then 
located in Roehampton, near Richmond Park. To help to 
raise money for the unit to buy the operating 
microscope and laser equipment I needed, I did a 
sponsored run round the park wearing a theatre gown, 
cap and mask. As I panted past a couple sitting on a 
bench I heard one of them say “he’s presumably a tree 
surgeon”.  
 
Although I loved my work, 35 years after qualification I 
was still on-call one night in three, and I really felt it was 
time to go. I retired at 60 in 2001.  
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How I came to love “The ALVIS” 
 
A  brief biography by Iain 
Galloway with his early 
experiences of soldiering in 
Desert and Jungle  
 
National Service will be a time well 
remembered by some readers and 
rated as best forgotten by others. In 
my case it paved my way into a world 
of soldiering seen by very few. I was part of the very last 
batch of conscripts called up in September 1960 after a 
delay of 2 years. In that time I had worked for a long 
distance road haulage business and joined a Yeomanry 
Regiment of the Territorial Army. The Queens Own 
Lowland Yeomanry was an amalgamation of three 
Regiments: The Lothian and Border Horse, The Queen’s 
Own Royal Glasgow  Yeomanry, and the Lanarkshire 
Yeomanry.  
 
The Regimental role was Armoured Reconnaissance  and 
it was equipped with WWII Daimler Scout Cars in which 

I learnt my basic soldiering and rose 
to be a Lance Corporal after which I 
was commissioned as a National 
Service Second Lieutenant (on 
probation) into the QOLY. The 
Regiment had some Officers and 
NCOs from the Regular Army - 4th 
Royal Tank Regiment (4RTR) - who 
p r o v i d e d  T r a i n i n g  a n d 
Administrative support. So when I 
was called up my background was 
made known and I was moved to 
Mons Officer Cadet School, in 
Aldershot from where I was 
commissioned as a National Service 
Officer into 4RTR. The Regiment 
was part of BAOR and provided 
Armoured Vehicle support to the 
infantry of an Armoured Brigade. I 

went to join A Squadron in Lemgo which was billeted 
with the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. It was 
equipped with 53 Alvis SARACEN Armoured Personnel 
Carriers (APCs) 
 
The carrot held out to 4RTR for the tribulations of being 
in what was regarded as a minor role for 3 years was 
that in 1963 the Regiment would convert from the 
current roles to Armoured Reconnaissance in the Middle 
and Far East. That meant being equipped with Armoured 
Cars (Alvis SALADINS and Daimler Ferrets) and maybe 
even some real shooting! So I pursued conversion to a 
Short Service and then a Regular Commission so I could 
be part of the fun.  I was sent on a 3month long Driving 
and Maintenance Course in Bovington (UK RAC Depot) 
during which the course visited the ALVIS Works in 
Coventry, driving there and back in a day in two 

SALADINS. The highlight of the day was a look around 
the Alvis Car “Shop” where 27 men hand built Alvis 
motor cars, TD 21s at this time, and the seed was sown 
to own one!! 
 
At the end of 1962 the Regiment moved from BAOR to 
Scotland and formed up with a motley selection of 
vehicles in Redford Barracks, Edinburgh. I was a fairly 
senior Troop Leader by then so I had a “Heavy” troop of 
2 X SALADINs, a one ton truck- not the same one from 
the TA - and an Austin Champ - sill unreliable! A Sqn 
trained North of the Great Glen, not ideal for working 
up for Desert Warfare but we managed. I was married in 
May and by July of 1963 I was in the Aden Protectorate, 
unaccompanied, as the CO had decreed that the 
Regiment would be celibate for a year! 4RTR  took over 
from 9/12 Lancers. The Squadron was strung out in 
troop detachments along the border of the Aden 
Protectorate, and the Yemen. 2 Troop HQ was in a 
camp composed of a very tatty collection of tents about 
400 miles North of the main UK  base in Little Aden. If 
driving it took a week of good weather over rutted 
roads to reach Beihan. If there were Flash Floods the 
road was impassable.  The Garrison was a mixed 
grouping of Aden Protectorate troops – the Federal 
Regular Army – FRA- with 2 British Officers, (the CO 
and the Quartermaster) and some Federal National 
Guard- FNG ( a sort of Territorial organisation of part 
timers, of which more later) a detachment of 2 X 
105mm Light Guns from the Royal Horse Artillery, and 
my troop of 3 X SALADINs and 3 X Ferrets, plus the all  

important Bedford 3 Tonner! 2 Troop spent most of its 
time 40 miles North in Wadi Manawa living in stone 
walled “sangars” with double tent fly sheets to provide a 
little bit of overhead shade. Temperatures went up 
50degC in the summer and sank to -4degC at night in 
the winter.  
 

Iain as  lieutenant in 
QOLY 

NB chain mail on 
shoulder 

Iain with his Alvis SALADIN Armoured Car 
Ali Hamid his “Bearer” in the turret 
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Wadi Manawa was approached by a hazardous route 
using the Pass of Negd Murqat,  reputably used by the 
Queen of  Sheba 3,000 years ago. I did adopt a personal 
runabout, a 1936 AEC Matador Gun Tractor which had 
been abandoned by an Anti -Aircraft Regiment at the 
end of WWII. There was little humidity in Beihan at 
4,000 feet above Sea Level, so little rust. Provided it was 
parked on a slope for a rolling start, the Matador would 
start first time and do 29mph flat out in 2 Wheel Drive 
Top Gear. It was also a first rate Recovery Vehicle for 
pulling 11 Ton SALADINs out of soft sand!   
 
We were supplied by the Army Air Corps from Little 
Aden flying 6 seater, single engine  De Haviland Beavers,  
with a 2 hour flight time.  Delivery of Fresh Rations 
occurred twice a week, and included (just a few) cans of 
beer – Do remember to use a spirit level when setting 
up a paraffin fridge otherwise the wick will burn out, and 
the beer will be warm! The RAF also flew Beverley’s 
into Beihan with loads to resupply the Royalist forces, 
which was denied of course, and once with a 
replacement SALADIN. Beverley’s arrived just after 
dawn when the air was cool and at its thickest but were 
unable to take off with a load. In this case we towed the 
“dead” SALADIN 100 miles through the (cool) night 
with the Matador to Mukarias, our nearest base, 1,500 
feet lower in altitude, guided by my locally recruited 
“bearer” Ali Hamid! 
 
The local Baddies were the Republican Army, armed by 
the Commies with 12.7mm Heavy MGs and opposed by 
the Yemeni Royalists armed by the US with Dodge RAM 
Power Waggons, with .50 ‘Cals mounted on tripods on 
the back deck of the trucks. My 76mm guns mounted on 
the SALADINs far outweighed anything else. The 
Republicans would shoot at (well…towards) us, usually 
at dusk, and IF they let loose with 20 rounds in total, we 
could reply with 76mm HE. One day the UK was 
accused by the Russians at the UN Security Council of 
murdering 12 defenceless women and children in Harib. 
(Just over the Border from us.) According to our local 
spies (the FNG) the problem was that there were only  
Republican tribesmen in Harib (Baddies!) so we knew 
we must have  hurt them.  
 
The local currency was Maria Therese Dinars. These 
were Minted in Austria, worth 7 shillings and 6 pence, 
303 Ammo, a round being worth about one shilling,  
and/or goats. The FNG, similar to an Arab TA,  had a 
nice little business going. They manned local forts by 
night. Once it was dark some of them would slip out of 
the fort and start shooting in the direction of the fort.  
This would get a response from the fort, which would 
be reported in the morning as “Fire Fight, Cedi”  At the 
end of the night the FNG would total up all the empty 
cases and claim replacements plus” lost allowance” They 
would then take their surplus ammo into the local Suq 
(Market)  in Beihan, and flog it! 
 

A Squadron spent 6 months “up-country” followed by 6 
months in Sharjah in the Gulf. I went to England on a 
Long Course, 3months learning about Anti Tank Guided 
Weapons. We did not actually have any in the Middle 
East but the knowledge could be useful when we were 
back in Germany. The timing just coincided with the 
birth of our first born. What a coincidence! 
 
I returned to the Regiment in the summer of 1964 just 
in time to move to the Far East – Sarawak (N. Borneo) 
which needed our help to keep the Indonesians - Sorry  
- Chinese Communists – CCO - from too much 
“Confrontation” and cross border incursions. A 
Squadron was once again “up-country” in this case at 
the 120th milestone from Kuching in a kampong call 
Sungeitangan.  My troop was now 4 X SALADIN 
Armoured Cars and the vital 3 Tonner. We had our 

own tree house on stilts. The posts had tin “umbrellas” 
in the hope of keeping the rats out. Some hope!.  We 
killed 42 on our first night in residence. 
 
The camp was on the Malaysian Indonesian Border 
which was marked by an escarpment running  roughly 
NE/SW for many miles with a road along the bottom, 
and the actual border about 1,000 feet above us, on the 
edge of the escarpment. There were tracks across the 
border on the lip of the escarpment marked by coloured 
parachutes. These tracks allowed our forces to patrol 
into Indonesia. 2 Troop’s job was to know where these 
tracks were and provide covering fire with our 76mm 
HE Shells (Max range 7,000 Metres) for any friendly 

Iain in his Alvis Saladin in Sarawak, Borneo 

2 Troop firing on to the Malaysian—Indonesian Border 
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patrols exiting Indonesia in a hurry. This might  involve 
backing a SALADIN into a ditch to increase the angle of 
trajectory.   
 
2 Troop was in support of 1/7 Battalion Gurkha Rifles – 
a very famous Regiment who are incorrigible fighters 
and will never be beaten! Let me explain:  As we arrived 
to take over from the Irish Hussars there was an 
incident in which a 17 Man Gurkha patrol was ambushed 
5 miles inside Indonesia. Bad Result: 2 Indos killed but 
one Gurkha dead and 2 seriously wounded. The Gurkha 
Platoon Commander left 2 fit riflemen to take home the 
dead and wounded and set off with his much  depleted 
platoon of 12 men to exact retribution. This he did 
catching the retreating Indo’s and killing another 5. He 
was awarded the VC.  
 
The  Gurkha Riflemen had huge faith in the FN 7.62 Rifle 
bullet. This would go through the trunk of a substantial 
tree and do serious damage to any one on the other 
side. The 1/7 were asked to do a trial of the US 
Armalite M16 rifle which uses .556 mm bullets, and is 
considerably lighter than the FN. Thus more rounds 
could be carried on patrol The Gurkhas soon came to 
an opinion by firing at trees to see if the round would 
penetrate. Not really, so the Gurkha riflemen stuck with 
the FN.  
 

However the trial had to take place. So the Company 
Commander decided he would do the trial himself. He 
had worked out the weight factor that : 
1 X FN Rifle with Full Magazine  = 1 X Armalite M16 
with Full Magazine + 1 X Bottle Johnny Walker! 
Fortunately the Company Commander was not required 
to “discharge his piece” during that patrol. 
 
There was an “informal” competition running for the 
first Battalion to reach the “ton” (100  Indo Kills!) The 
2/2 Gurkha’s who are great rivals of the 1/7th were 
stationed in Lundu (200 miles to the South) and were up 
to 97 Indo kills. The1/7 were only on 94. So  CO 1/7 
took his whole battalion, 4 X Rifle Companies, off up the 
tracks crossing into Indonesia to make up the deficit and 
reach the “ton” first. Apparently, the Battalion advanced 
for 25 miles before bagging a satisfactory total!  I was 
left in charge for 4 days of  40 miles of border being 
patrolled by 4 Armoured Cars, and a Cook Sergeant and 
6 wounded/ recovering Gurkhas to guard the camp. 
 
Later in life I served with tanks, primarily Chieftain, 
which at 62 tons are even bigger  toys. Still great fun but 
BAOR did not have the lure of Armoured Cars in the 
desert and the Jungle. I was so fortunate to be in the 
right place at the right time, in my life, and in history, 
helping to disperse the remains of the British Empire. I 
was also fortunate to have such a close association with 
the ALVIS Company and their range of Big Boys Toys. 

 

Another teasing cryptic crossword 

from Stewart Hamilton - No: 6 

Across 
 
1.A charge for a bunch of keys.(5) 
7.Former partner, smooth and articulate.(7) 
8.Advantage of busy worker, possessing new suit.(7) 
9.Messy place is unusual.(7) 
11.Heated reply about injury.(6) 
13.One sitting in judgement shows awareness.(9) 
15.Popular coach ,when heart deficient, so essential.(9) 
19.Briefly debate field event.(6) 
21.Some ham is cast wrongly.(7) 
23.Did Bunter make these in cream cake?(7) 
24.Fishy soldier of yesteryear.(7) 
25.My US soldier likes Welsh dog.(5) 
 
Down 
 
1.Forever warning.(5) 
2.Some born at Easter highly decorated.(6) 
3.People who used rifles wrongly?(6) 
4.Could be hindrances.(4) 
5.Juvenile care home.(6) 
6.View obliquely.(7) 
10.Turn dirt upside down for rotten mess.(6) 
12.Game that is intense without energy.(6) 
14.In sauce this thin dip is wishy-washy.(7) 
16.A boost for salad.(6) 
17.Very sharp fruity taste.(6) 
18.Article has no time for creamy indulgence.(6) 
20.Japanese snack.(5) 
22. A prong.(4) 
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Memorable Helicopter Flights 
 
Malcolm Reid 
 
As a sales manager at 
Westland Helicopters, there 
w e r e  n u m e r o u s 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  f o r 
accompanying customers 
during demonstration flights 
a n d ,  s o m e t i m e s ,  i n 
customers’ own helicopters. 
These were frequent in the 
civil market when promoting 
the Westland 30, a larger 
version of the military Lynx 
helicopter, having an airliner-
style cabin.  
 
The following flights are a selection of the most 
memorable and, for nostalgic reasons to celebrate my 
80th birthday, why I asked three family members to join 
me and fund a Jet Ranger flight from the Helicopter 
Museum at Weston super Mare, intending to ‘re-enact’ a 
flight I had with my three children (described below).  
The special circumstances associated with these flights 
were those which made them so memorable.  
 

Sea King - Paris to Yeovil 
 
At the end of a Paris Air Show, I chose to fly back in a 
Sea King, in preference to a conventional airline flight. 
This was in an Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW) variant 
equipped, in addition to the usual ‘dunking’ sonar with 
its winch and associated controls and sensing equipment, 
had racks alongside both sides of the cabin to carry 
‘disposable’ sonar buoys. These racks were put to good 
use during this flight as they were filled with bottles of 
wine! En route we landed at Lympne, Kent to clear 
customs. The customs officer was so taken aback by this 
sight, he decided to ‘turn a blind eye’ and left us to 

continue our flight without any move to charge import 
duty! 
 
Agusta 109 - Heathrow to Yeovil 
 
A potential – and eventual - customer was Pan Am for a 
Westland 30 passenger feeder service for the JFK 
airport in New York. For this requirement, Pan Am 
engaged a specialist aircraft operator, named OmniFlight. 
This company was owned by Dan Parker, former 
President of the Parker Pen Company, who had 
arranged (during my previous visits to him) to visit 
Yeovil to learn more about the Westland 30 and the 
Company. It was arranged that when Dan arrived at 
Heathrow he would take a taxi to a heliport a couple of 
miles to the north of the airport. I arrived in the Agusta 
109 to collect Dan: it was on a Saturday. 
 
This was the time of the Greenham common protests 
and during our flight to Yeovil, we could see the 
encampment. Then, quite unexpectedly, there came into 
view the biggest number in the air of hot air balloons I’d 
ever seen and remembered reading that this was the 
bicentenary of the Montgolfier brothers’ invention of the 
hot air balloon. Our pilot decided to circle around 
several of the balloons – of course, at very safe distances 
- but some of the balloon pilots may have been seriously 
alarmed! Anyway, I said to Dan (‘tongue in cheek’) “We 
have laid on this in-flight entertainment for you!”.  
 
Continuing our journey westward, I realised that we 
would be flying near Stonehenge, so I asked our pilot to 
go there. Not only did we do so, we hovered adjacent 
to it. The month was January and the low sunlight 
projected shadows from the circular earthworks 
surrounding the famous stones. I had no idea of this 
ground feature, as it is not visible from a car on the 
A303. 
 
Westland 30 - Heathrow to Battersea 
 
Much later on after Dan’s visit and his very favourable 
report to Harry McKillop, the Vice President of Pan Am 
for General Aviation requirements, and following 
McKillop’s several aborted attempts to visit us in the UK 
for a Westland 30 demonstration, he eventually arrived 
at Heathrow on an overnight flight from New York. The 
preparations for such an important visit were i) We 
obtained permission to land the Westland 30 
demonstrator in the grounds of an hotel situated 
between the M4 and the airport complex, and ii) the 
Westland Deputy Chairman would meet McKillop in 
that hotel and escort him to the Westland 30. This was 
the first of my flights in the Westland 30 prototype/
demonstrator G-BGHF and we seemed to clear the 
traffic on the M4 by a small margin (there was not the 
time to see if an accident had been caused!). 
 
I then witnessed a rare - and very instructive - selling 
experience. As McKillop climbed up the steps into the 
airliner-style cabin, he cast his eyes around it, 

Weston-Super-Mare and Pier from the Jet Ranger 
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anticipating Pan Am passengers’ reactions. It was easy to 
observe his body language which said “I want it”! After 
months of discussions with this hard-nosed American 
airline VP, suddenly all his resistance evaporated and he 
became on ‘our side’ and it became a matter of agreeing 
contractual details later in New York.  
 
The question then arose “Where shall we fly to?”. 
Battersea heliport was chosen and, as we were 
disembarking there, a Sikorski S76 was observed on the 
approach. Therefore, it was deemed a good idea to 
compare its exterior noise level with that of the 
Westland 30 and the S76 was considered to be higher. A 
relatively short while later the deal was done between 
Pan Am and OmniFlight and, in turn, we secured a lease 
from OmniFlight.  

 
Westland 30 - Paris 
 
At Paris Air Shows there were numerous demonstration 
flights, the most memorable being one with Westland 
Helicopters and Rolls Royce directors. As he closed the 
cabin door, a service engineer said to me “Get them to 
fix the engine oil leak!”.  Inherited from the Lynx, after 
engine shut down an oil slick would leak out of the 
exhaust pipes and run down the sides of the fuselage.  
 
The Army and Navy solution was to hook bean cans on 
the exhaust pipes when on the ground, but of course, 
this was unacceptable to civil customers. Upon landing, I 
invited the passengers to look at the rear baggage bay. 
Looking at the oil slick, I pointed this out to all the 
assembled directors by saying in mock surprise “Mind 
your suits!” and remedial action was initiated. Internal oil 
catch tanks were installed in due course. 
Westland 30 - Farnborough Air Show 
 
One afternoon, I invited my sister, her husband and their 
friend, a former USAF pilot who flew in the late 40s B17 
Flying Fortresses and B24 Liberators, to look closely at 
the Westland built helicopters in the display parking area. 

When we arrived, the Westland 30 prototype/
demonstrator was about to take-off.  A service engineer 
rushed up to us saying “Quick, quick, get in!” So without 
any time to think about it, we were going to fly in a 
Farnborough Air Show display! Roy Moxam, Chief Test 
Pilot, of course, put on for the vast crowds of spectators 
his usual very skilled sharp manoeuvres, including 90 
degree banked turns. So for we passengers it was a 
unique experience to look straight ahead of us out of the 
cabin windows to see, a few hundred feet below us, the 
runway, the crowds, the exhibition and entertainment 
marquees and parked aircraft – an amazing sight never to 
be repeated! 
 
Westland 30 - Yeovil to Farnborough  
 
As all the Westland presence at the air show had been 
disbanded on the Friday, I was required to make a special 
return flight on the Sunday for a demonstration to a US 
potential customer. This created the opportunity for me 
to be accompanied on the flight by my two sons and 
daughter: this was a delightful experience, of course. As I 
was on duty at the Air Show, I had arranged to hand 
over my children to my sister and her husband at a 
particular place. The hand over did not go as planned. 
When we arrived at the Farnborough heliport, I 
explained my plan to the manager of the heliport when 
getting into one of the pre-arranged taxis. He said “No! 
All those arriving by helicopter are VIPs and, for security, 
these taxis – plus escorting police motorcycles! – must 
not stop until they arrive at the SBAC (organisation with 
overall running of the Air Show) enclosure!”. My children 
were seriously impressed, whereas I was pre-occupied 
working out a handover Plan ‘B’ for them! My sister and 
her husband fortunately found us to rescue them. 
 
Black Hawk, Arabian Gulf and Lyneham to Yeovil 
 
Another career highlight was a month long tour to six 
Arabian Gulf countries (excluding Saudi Arabia) of the 
Westland-assembled demonstrator Sikorsky Black Hawk. 
Following several visits to the region, I received from the 
Kuwait Air Force an invitation to demonstrate during the 
summer (the Arabs had learned the lesson to avoid 
winter demonstrations when aircraft performance is 
better). The Westland board, having approved the £0.5m 
cost, including the double hire of a Belfast transport 
aircraft, this demonstration tour took place in July and 
August of 1988. It was flown by Derek Marpole, 
Westland Test Pilot, commencing in Kuwait – reaching 
53 deg. C for 4 days there! – then along the Gulf 
countries, ending up in Oman. Bahrain, however, had to 
be bypassed because the Bahrain Defence Force had 
stated “If your helicopter is still working after a month 
operating in the Gulf, you may bring it here!”.  
 
Before arriving in Oman, some of the Westland team 
flew to a desert location and landed there. The objective 
was to establish a landing technique that avoided the 
usual helicopter self-induced sand / dust storm which can 
cause pilot disorientation and, thus crashing. The 

Westland 30 passing the Twin Towers 
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For our cruciverbalists—The solutions to our Sept crossword (No 5) 
  
 

Across:  1.Midas, 7.Implied, 8.Nostrum, 9.Endured, 11.Champs, 13.Sentience, 15.Superiors,  
  19.Yearns, 21.Elysee, 23.Tempest, 24.Caprice,  25.Yield 

 
 
Down:   1.Manic, 2.Dismal, 3.Strips, 4.Rime, 5.Clause, 6.Defence, 10.Notary, 12.Senile,   

  14.Pullman, 16.Ensure, 17.Proper, 18.Freeze, 20.Full, 22.Step 

Westland official photographer took a photograph how 
this was achieved with zero rotor blade pitch, but with a 
heavy landing which the Black Hawk is strong enough to 
withstand.  
 
Having otherwise completed the demonstration tour 
without any unserviceability, it was then necessary to fly 
from Muscat to Bahrain. Instead of taking yet another 
airline flight, I chose to fly in the Black Hawk cabin with 
the service engineers and boxes containing maintenance 
equipment and spare parts. It made a big change to fly 
along the Gulf coast lines at low level, including landing 
in Abu Dhabi to re-fuel, before reaching our destination. 
The next day we received an instruction to fly to the 
residential palace of the Crown Prince – now the Emir. 
After landing in his magnificent grounds, a few minutes 
later he arrived wearing a military uniform, having the 
appearance of (it seemed to me) a younger-looking King 
Hussain of Jordan. Soon after take-off, he took over the 
controls, as he was recognised as being an experienced 
helicopter pilot.  
 
The flight was about 20 minutes over mostly featureless 
desert, but the approach and landing proved to be very 
unusual. A few seconds before landing we approached 

immaculate horse stables and flew over a pond on which 
numerous ducks were swimming. The rotor downwash 
caught all the ducks and swept them into a struggling 
heap against protective wire fencing! 
 
Only a few days after returning home, a notice was 
received that the Crown Prince wished to visit the 
Westland site and arrangements were made to meet him 
off his VIP aircraft at RAF Lyneham (then the C130 
transport aircraft base). I was invited to join the 
Westland Deputy Chairman who had decided to collect 
the Crown Prince in the Black Hawk. Again, I had the 
privilege of meeting him and being flown by him again. 
The outcome was receipt of a Black Hawk order! 
 
EH101, PP9 – Yeovil, the Somerset levels and 
return. 
 
All the above flights were as an employee when engaged 
on export sales until 1989. This flight was in the early 
2000s when working as a consultant in part of the 
promotional team for, the then, Future Lynx and 
renamed when contracted by the MoD as Wildcat. I was 
very fortunate to be one of about 30 passengers to go 
on the last flight before the very few remaining fatigue-
life hours expired on the civil-configured prototype. As 
this was over ‘home soil’, it made an interesting change 
from the above overseas ones. The flight was over the 
iconic Somerset levels, with its very prominent high 
church towers, providing a lasting reminder of the 
wealth in this region over 500 years ago. This flight took 
us over the course on which G-LYNX, specially modified 
to the design of senior Westland engineers, set an 
absolute speed record for helicopters over a 15 and 25 
km course by reaching 400.87 kilometres per hour on 
11 August 1986. Piloted by Westland Chief Test Pilot 
Trevor Egginton with Derek Clews, Flight Test Engineer, 
this record still stands!  
 
Recalling this great achievement by flying over the 
record-breaking course was a fitting finale to so many 
memorable helicopter flights!  This last flight inspired me 
to compile a presentation on this unique achievement 
which I presented to our Probus Club in January 2019. 

Black Hawk “Dustless” Landing 
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A Report from our Almoner 
 
Robin Ballard 

 
This month we congratulate 
Robbert van Heeckeren and 
John Olive who will be 
celebrating their  90th 
birthdays on the 26th and 
28th respectively, and also 
Deryk Outram who will be 
celebrating  his 80th birthday 
on the 22nd. Other members 
who have birthdays this month are Chris Gough, 
and our Speaker Secretary Paul Dean. 
 
Concerning members’ health, I can report that 
Richard English, who is now a Country Member, has  
 recently been in hospital for six weeks with a non-
coronary heart condition, but is now well. Peter 
Allan has just started another course of 
chemotherapy, but also tells me he feels well.  
 
The London Blitz began on the 7th of September 
1940, and at 2am on the 9th of September St. 
Thomas’s Hospital received its first hit. The bomb 
fell on a block in which there was accommodation 
for nurses, and six of them were killed. This was to 
be the beginning of bombing raids on London by 
night or by day for 56 days out of the following 57. 
The next day, on the 10th of September, 76 patients 
were evacuated to other hospitals outside London. 
The extensive basement accommodation, which was 
part of Florence Nightingale’s design, was hurriedly  
prepared for emergency cases, with a casualty area, 
operating theatres, wards, X-ray rooms, Path. Labs, 
etc. On the 13th September at 3.15 am, two further 
bombs fell, but the most damaging bomb of all fell at 

8.30pm on the 15th, with many fatalities. Three 
George Medals were awarded for bravery that 
night, including one to a junior doctor and one to a 
medical student, for their part in trying to rescue 
casualties from the basement. There was a heavy 
daytime raid on the 15th October, followed by two 
raids with incendiary bombs during the nights of the 
8th and 29th December. There were further 
incendiary bomb raids on the 6th of April and the 
10th of May 1941. The May raid was the heaviest of 
the entire war. It not only damaged the hospital, but 
also the Houses of Parliament, Westminster Abbey 
and many other famous buildings, as well as killing 
more than 1400 civilians.  

 
The final damage to the hospital was inflicted by a 
flying bomb on the 15th of July 1944.             
The fact that many of the hospital’s facilities could 
be located underground meant that it never            
closed during the war - the same claim that was 
made by a certain theatre in the capital’s West End. 

Photo reproduced by courtesy of Getty Images 

Our Social 
Secretary’s Update 
 
Paull Robathan 

 
It feels as if the walls are closing in 
around us. The recent restrictions 
and the various lockdowns have 
further dampened the likelihood of 
meeting as a group face to face either for a monthly 
meeting or at a restaurant for Christmas lunch. It is with 
sadness therefore that I have cancelled the booking in 
Sidmouth for Christmas and informed The Shrubbery we 
will not be meeting with them on October 12th. Days 
out, such as to Dawe Twine Works are also out for the 
foreseeable future I am afraid. As soon as there is light at 

the end of the tunnel we will start active operations 
again. 
 
All is not lost, however. Zoom offers a way for many of 
us to 'meet' virtually, and I know many of you have been 
having Zoom or similar meetings with family, friends or 
for business. We will run a Zoom meeting on October 
12th so that all members can, if they wish, log on and 
chat to each other. More than that our speaker 
secretary is arranging a Zoom based talk by an 
unsuspecting presenter - for all our sakes lets hope 
someone other than the back up (which is me) is 
available. Details of how to connect and the subject of 
the talk in about a week's time. Get your beer in a glass, 
your sandwiches or caviar, and sit down to an hour or 
so of conversation—See you then. 
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First channel crossing 
 
Rod Page 
 
It’s mid July in 1980 and I’m 
undergoing the practical 
examination for the RYA 
(Royal Yachting Association) 
for the Competent Crew/Day 
S k i p p e r / Wa t ch  L e ad e r 
certificate. 
 
I’d left the IOW in the mid 70s 
and was now with the Water 
Research Centre in Stevenage.  
I realised that although I could crew a boat, I had no 
knowledge of navigation or proper seamanship, so I went 
to the local technical college and took the RYA evening 
course.  Having passed the theory exam, the practical 
consisted of a cross channel cruise from Burnham-on-
Crouch to Calais.  There were 4 of us under examination 
plus the skipper who was built like Mr Popeye! 
 
It was a small 25ft cruiser, but fortunately very 
seaworthy.  We crossed the Thames estuary without 
mishap (not an easy passage to navigate through the sand 
bars that run NE/SW) and were sailing past Ramsgate in 
lovely weather, when the skipper came up on deck and 

announced that there had just been a severe gale 
warning for sea areas Dover and Wight.  We thought he 
was kidding, but he assured us it was real and told us to 
get ourselves kitted up and the boat ready for a blow. 
 
We sat on a flat oily calm sea as a swell gradually 
developed.  Quite soon the wind got up and the sea 
became a maelstrom.  We couldn’t turn back to 
Ramsgate or Dover because of the wind and tide, so we 
carried on across the channel (at its narrowest part 
fortunately)  and with the wind almost dead astern, we 
were committed to our passage plan. 
 
Fortunately our navigation was spot on and we flew into 
Calais harbour, unable to comply with the maritime 
traffic lights that controls vessels entering or leaving the 
port.  We locked into the marina and stayed there for 2 
days while the severe gale 9 blew itself out.  French 
yachtsmen tend not to lash their halyards away from the 
mast to cut down on wear and noise, so for 48 hours 
the noise was deafening. 
 
When we finally set course for home, the weather was 
beautiful and we had a good crossing.  Needless to say 
we all passed the examination and none of us was 
seasick.  Although I have since had some rough channel 
crossings, this was the worst, but it didn’t put me off .. 

Notes of Ilminster and District Probus 
Club, Zoom Committee Meeting 14th 
September 2020 10.30am 

Present on Zoom: Paull Robathan (Host), Rod Page, 
Robin Ballard, David Froome, Bryon Hawken, David 
Bourne and Bruce Ferguson 

Following a welcome from the President the notes of 
our previous meeting were accepted. 

There followed a short discussion regarding the 
legality and benefit to members of holding a meeting of 
thirty plus people at the Shrubbery given the present 
government restrictions regarding COVID19. It was 
unanimously agreed that given these restrictions it 
would be impossible to meet at present in a socially 
acceptable way and that face to face meetings of the club 
should continue to be suspended. It was agreed that this 
should also apply to the proposed Christmas Lunch 

A short paper circulated by Bryon Hawken previous to 
the meeting was then accepted and the secretary agreed 
to summarise the main points for the next issue of 
LOCKDOWN:- 

◊ We now accept that given the constraints of 
 COVID19, we are unlikely to have a normal 
 meeting of our Club before April 2021 

◊   We should therefore consider 2020-21 as a fallow 
 year 

◊ We should therefore invite the existing officers of 
 the club as long as they are willing to stand again 
 for their current posts in 2021-2 thus allowing 
 them to serve in normal times 

The continued success of our publication LOCKDOWN 
was noted, thanks again to the contributors and our 
editor David Froome, who noted the need for more 
articles and ‘fillers’ from members for future editions 

The Treasurer reported that the Club's financial 
situation had not changed since the previous meeting - 
current bank balance was £1,189.50; and 

It was agreed the Club's (Third Party Liability) 
Protection Insurance with Fidentia should be renewed 
for 2020/21. 

Paull Robathan proposed and it was agreed that we 
attempt a ZOOM Probus Meeting on the 12th October 
including a speaker, and the Secretary agreed to ask our 
Speaker Secretary if one was available who would be 
willing to give a talk on Zoom. In view of this we agreed 
to subscribe to Zoom as a club and Paull agreed to host 
the meeting on the 12th October 
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Any Other Business? 

Covid-19 Testing 
 
A new and easy Covid-19 test has just been 
developed. Take a glass and pour a decent Dram of 
your favourite whisky, gin, rum, Armagnac or cognac, 
then see if you can smell it. 
 
If you can, then you are halfway there. Then drink it 
and if  you can taste it then it is reasonable to assume 
that you are currently free of the virus. 
 
I tested myself nine times last night and was virus-free 
every time, thank goodness. 
 
I will have to test myself again today though, as I have 
developed a splitting headache, which can also be one 
of the symptoms. 

Two guys, one old and one young, are pushing their 
carts around Wal-Mart when they collide. 
 
The old guy says to the young guy, 'Sorry about that. 
I'm looking for my wife, and I guess I wasn't paying 
attention to where I was going'. 
 
The young guy says, 'That's OK, it's a coincidence. I'm 
looking for my wife, too. 
 
I can't find her and I'm getting a little desperate'. 
The old guy says, 'Well, maybe I can help you find her. 
What does she look like?'. 
 
The young guy says, 'Well, she is 27 yrs old, tall, with 
red hair,  blue eyes, long legs and is wearing short 
shorts. What does your wife look like? 
  
To which the old guy says, 'Doesn't matter, let's look 
for yours'.  

The Creation 
 

Once upon a time, in the Kingdom of Heaven , God 
went missing for six days. 

Eventually, Archangel Michael found him on the seventh 
day, resting. He enquired of God, 'Where have you 
been?' 

God pointed downwards through the clouds.  

Archangel Michael looked puzzled and said, 'What is it?'. 

'It's a planet', replied God, 'And I've put life on it. I'm 
going to call it Earth and it's going to be a great place of 
balance'.  

'Balance?', inquired Michael, still confused. 

God explained, pointing down to different parts of the 
Earth. 'For example, North America will be a place of 
great opportunity and wealth, while South America is 
going to be poor; the Middle East over there will be a 
hot spot, and Russia will be a cold spot. Over there I've 
placed a continent of white people and over there is a 
continent of black people.' God continued, pointing to 
the different countries. 'This one will be extremely hot 

and arid, while this one will be very cold and covered in 
ice.' 

The archangel, impressed by God's work, then pointed 
to another area of land and asked, 'What's that?'. 

'Ah', said God, 'That's the North of England, the most 
glorious place on Earth'. 

 
'There will be beautiful people, seven Premiership 
football teams in the North West alone, and many 
impressive cities; it is the home of the world's finest 
artists, musicians, writers, thinkers, explorers and 
politicians. The people from the North of England are 
going to be modest, intelligent and humorous and 
they're going to be found travelling the world. They'll be 
extremely sociable, hard-working and high-achieving, and 
they will be known throughout the world as speakers of 
truth.' 

Michael gasped in wonder and admiration but then 
proclaimed, 'What about balance God, you said there 
will be BALANCE!'. 

God replied very wisely, 'Wait till you see what I'm 
putting down South to govern the country!'. 


